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Summary
Antibody-mediated rejection (ABMR) is a major obstacle to the long-term success in kidney transplantation. Diagnosis of ABMR is determined according to the internationally recognized Banff criteria. However, a significant proportion of patients does not meet all the defined criteria, and the outcome of such cases remains poorly understood. The histology of ABMR frequently lacks sensitivity and specificity. More importantly, mixed forms of ABMR and T cell-mediated rejection as well as findings of nonspecific injury are common in clinical settings. Donor-specific anti-HLA antibodies (DSA) are detectable only in half of the ABMR cases by histology. Prognostic role of non-HLA antibodies against various endothelial proteins has been discussed. Antibody independent NK cell activation reflecting killer-cells’ inhibitory receptor incompatibility is suggested in microvascular inflammation in DSA negative patients. Molecular assessment of ABMR has been prioritized to overcome high interobserver variability and improve diagnostics in mixed forms of rejections and in DSA negative cases. Finally, donor-derived cell-free DNA detected in a recipient’s peripheral blood sample has been proposed as a noninvasive marker for diagnosis of graft rejection, and thus might serve as a liquid biopsy in the near future. Despite all achievements, diagnosing ABMR in kidney allografts remains to be a challenge in a significant number of cases.
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Introduction

Kidney transplantation represents a treatment of choice for end-stage renal disease (ESRD) with a significantly higher graft survival rate and lower treatment costs compared to hemodialysis (Kramer et al. 2020). Over the past two decades, short-term graft survival has significantly improved due to advances in immunosuppressive regimens, but long-term kidney graft survival has remained largely unchanged. Apart from recurrence of the original disease in the graft, a major cause of kidney transplant failure is chronic antibody-mediated rejection (ABMR) (Parajuli et al. 2019). In this review, we aim to summarize some of the recent findings in the field of ABMR pathology and diagnostics.

Pathogenesis of antibody-mediated rejection

Recently, it has been reported that a number of kidney transplant waitlist patients show detectable levels of anti-HLA antibodies due to previous pregnancy, blood transfusion, prior transplantation or as a result of heterologous immunity (Mumford et al. 2021). Antibody-
mediated rejection is the consequence of an interaction between the recipient’s antibodies and antigens localized on donor endothelium. These antibodies are either donor-specific anti-HLA antibodies, or non-HLA anti-endothelial cell antibodies (Fichtner et al. 2021).

Phenotypes of ABMR have been conventionally defined as hyperacute, acute and chronic. Donor-specific antibodies may be preformed or develop de-novo after transplantation. ABMR may be caused by donor-specific antibodies’ direct cytotoxic effect, complement activation or complement independent recruitment of leukocytes (Garg et al. 2017).

Hyperacute rejection occurs within hours after reperfusion because of the presence of high levels of preformed complement fixing antibodies. This worst case scenario was frequently observed at pioneer times and at present it represents a rare event resulting from a false-negative result of complement-dependent cytotoxicity crossmatch (CDC) test performed just before surgery. Aside from such a rare complication, many transplantations are performed despite a minor HLA barrier when DSA levels are too low to cause positivity of CDC or flow cytometric crossmatch tests (Amrouche et al. 2017). Moreover, memory B-cells may play a role in antibody development shortly after transplantation as well (Luque et al. 2019).

DSA may also occur de novo later after transplantation, mostly as a result of inadequate immunosuppression (Mohammed et al. 2021). Both the preformed and the de novo DSA are associated with the development of chronic active antibody-mediated rejection. This finding is characterized by basal membrane multilayering, progressive scarring and fibrosis, leading to glomerular loss, proteinuria and graft dysfunction (Zhang et al. 2018).

Table 1. Evolution of ABMR diagnostic criteria during Banff meetings where significant changes were involved

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>Hyperacute rejection – rejection presumed to be due to preformed antibody</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 1997 | Antibody-mediated rejection – rejection demonstrated to be due, at least in part, to anti-donor antibody  
A. Immediate (hyperacute)  
B. Delayed (accelerated acute)  
C. |
| 2001 | Defined 3 grades of ABMR  
I. ATN-like (minimal inflammation), C4d+  
II. Capillary-margination and/or thromboses, C4d+  
III. Arterial – v3, C4d+  
Documented DSA  
Suspicious for ABMR when DSA not detected |
| 2013 | Acute/active ABMR, all three features must be present for diagnosis  
I. Histologic evidence of acute tissue injury – microvascular inflammation, intimal arteritis, thrombotic microangiopathy, acute tubular injury  
II. Evidence of recent antibody interaction with endothelium  
a. C4d staining in peritubular capillaries  
b. At least moderate microvascular inflammation  
c. Increased expression of transcripts indicative of endothelial injury  
III. Serologic evidence of DSAs |
| 2015 | Suspicious for ABMR when criterion 2 is missing in presence of DSA or criteria 1 and 2 are fulfilled but DSA are missing |
| 2017 | Alternatives for DSA when missing: C4d positivity, molecular markers of ABMR.  
Term acute was excluded from the classification  
The approved nomenclature:  
Active ABMR  
Chronic active ABMR  
Chronic ABMR  
Term suspicious for ABMR excluded from the classification |
Over the past 5 years, another mechanism of IgG independent inflammatory cell recruitment and complement independent endothelial damage has been described and will be discussed later (Charreau et al. 2021).

Classification of kidney allograft rejection

The most commonly used rejection classification is that according to the Banff Working Group (Schinstock et al. 2021). The group started meeting in 1991 in Banff, Canada, and originally consisted of pathologists, nephrologists and surgeons with expertise in the field of organ transplantation, and their goal was to define the clinical and histological criteria of kidney transplant rejection (Solez et al. 1993). The internationally recognized diagnostic standard used at present, the Banff classification, is based on the discussions that were led at the biennial meetings (Table 1). The Banff classification is used not only in the field of kidney transplantation, but in the field of other solid organ transplantation as well, and the expert panel has also adopted immunologic, genetic and transcriptomic data (Loupy et al. 2020).

The Banff classification introduced a numerical grading system from 0 to 3 (mild to severe), indicating the level of inflammation in glomerular, interstitial, tubular and vascular compartments. Chronic lesions are defined by the presence of fibrosis or by the multilayering of basal membranes (Fig. 1).

Scores for each compartment are named and
abbreviated as glomerulitis (g), peritubular capillaritis (ptc), transplant glomerulopathy (cg), intimal arteritis (v), interstitial inflammation (i), tubulitis (t), mesangial matrix increase (mm), vascular intimal fibrosis (cv), arteriolar hyaline thickening (ah), interstitial fibrosis (ci) or tubular atrophy (ct). Immunofluorescence or immuno-histochemical detection of covalently bound C4d complement component in peritubular capillaries was identified as a relatively durable marker of complement activation associated with donor-specific antibodies and antibody-mediated rejection, and was implemented to the Banff classification as a diagnostic criterion of antibody and endothelium interaction (Racusen et al. 2003).

Initially, the diagnostic criteria for TCMR, characterized by tubulointerstitial inflammation and intimal arteritis, have been described more extensively than the diagnostic criteria of ABMR due to high incidence of TCMR during year-1 post-transplant and a potential of early graft loss due to TCMR. Widespread use of calcineurin inhibitors (CNI), targeting T lymphocytes specifically, dramatically improved short-term graft survival and made it possible to treat TCMR. Conversely, ABMR has become a major obstacle to further improvement of long-term graft survival, and the aim shifted to the identification of ABMR diagnostic criteria, and to the prognosis of its different phenotypes (Djamali et al. 2014).

According to the most recent Banff classification update, the diagnostic criteria of active ABMR are divided into three categories and are considered fulfilled if at least one criterion from each category is met (Loupy et al. 2020).

1) Histologic evidence of acute tissue injury – presence of microvascular inflammation (glomerulitis, peritubular capillaritis), intimal arteritis, thrombotic microangiopathy, acute tubular necrosis in absence of other apparent cause
2) Evidence of current/recent antibody interaction with vascular endothelium
   a. C4d staining in peritubular capillaries detected by IF or IHC
   b. At least moderate microvascular inflammation
   c. Increased expression of gene transcripts associated with ABMR
3) Serological evidence of circulating donor-specific antibodies to HLA or other antigens. C4d staining or expression of validated transcripts may substitute for DSA. Testing for non-HLA antibodies if the result of HLA antibody testing indicates negative is advised.

Chronic active ABMR involves the presence of transplant glomerulopathy in addition to the above listed criteria. Chronic (inactive) ABMR is observed in patients with transplant glomerulopathy in the absence of a recent antibody - endothelium interaction.

Challenges in ABMR diagnosis

The Banff classification strictly categorizes histologic changes as either TCMR (tubulointerstitial inflammation, TI) or ABMR (microvascular inflammation, MVI). A category of mixed rejection is not officially recognized, even though a significant number of patients present simultaneous TI and MVI. A mixed rejection category is, however, used in literature in an attempt to recognize and characterize these cases. The incidence of mix rejection varies between 6-96 % of cases, which is indicative of the lack of consensus, and the need for a more complex terminology (Hara et al. 2018).

Pure rejection phenotypes are relatively rarely observed in clinical settings beyond the first year post-transplant. If a patient meets the criteria for histologic ABMR diagnosis (with or without concomitant TI), they should be assessed with caution because they could potentially have a worse outcome from ABMR compared to TCMR. Cases with mixed rejection phenotype are often associated with nonadherence and with an increased risk of resistance even to antibodies targeting treatment (Loupy et al. 2017).

Intimal arteritis (or v-lesion, vascular rejection) represents an ambiguous finding between histologic criteria indicating acute tissue injury. V-lesion is characterized by subendothelial inflammation of muscular arteries and is the only histologic criterion with a Banff score placed into both categories of the diagnostic criteria. Originally, intimal arteritis was regarded as a diagnostic feature of TCMR, but further investigation of steroid resistance and worse graft survival observed in some patients revealed the association of intimal arteritis and DSA, and was therefore also included as an ABMR diagnostic criterion (Lefaucheur et al. 2013). Antibody-mediated vascular rejection is associated with the highest incidence of graft loss, exceeding other rejection phenotypes (Novotny et al. 2018). On the other hand, intimal arteritis in early posttransplant biopsies may also be caused by reperfusion injury with likely an insignificant prognostic impact (Wohlfahtova et al. 2018).

Diagnostic criteria of ABMR also involve changes that may indicate unspecific damage. Acute
tubular necrosis (ATN) following kidney transplantation is frequently observed in early posttransplant biopsies because of ischemic-reperfusion injury (Lechevallier et al. 1998). ATN in presence of diffuse C4d positivity has been classified as ATN-like ABMR since 2001 (Racusen et al. 2003).

Thrombotic microangiopathy (TMA) absent an apparent cause represents another hard to distinguish diagnostic feature of ABMR. TMA has been reported as a drug induced complication related to CNI use soon after their widespread implementation (Remuzzi et al. 1989). Other diagnoses to be excluded are the recurrence of hemolytic-uremic syndrome or parainfectious disorders (HCV) (Goplani et al. 2008).

Recurrence of a patient’s original kidney disease may imitate both acute and chronic rejection on a histologic level.

Kidney graft may be affected by the same spectrum of inflammatory diseases as the patient’s native kidneys, such as drug- or infection-induced tubulointerstitial nephritis (De Souza et al. 2021).

Determining the meaning of an inflammatory lesion in a kidney graft parenchyma is a question often posed to an interdisciplinary diagnostic seminar.

**Evidence of antibody interaction with vascular endothelium**

Histologic evidence of acute tissue injury alone is not a specific enough finding for ABMR diagnosis. The evidence of antibody interaction with the vascular endothelium is predicated on the presence of microvascular inflammation of at least moderate intensity (sum of Banff scores for g and ptc at least 2). C4d staining in peritubular capillaries serves as a relatively durable marker of complement activation as C4d fragment binds covalently to endothelial cells. At the Banff 2001 conference, C4d has been acknowledged as a specific marker of DSA presence and its association with worse graft prognosis was revealed (Racusen et al. 2003). One of the key studies presented at the conference indicated a 95 % correlation of C4d to DSA, and a worse prognosis in C4d positive patients even in the absence of DSA (Mauiyyedi et al. 2002). A different study presented at the conference pointed at the fact that C4d may be specific for DSA (93 %), but insensitive (30 %). In histology, C4d was confirmed as an independent predictor of graft failure and was declared an essential marker for establishing a definitive ABMR diagnosis (Regele et al. 2001). C4d negative biopsies with histologic marks of ABMR even with detected DSA were classified as suspicious for ABMR.

At the Banff 2011 conference, there was a general consensus that some of the C4d negative cases will need to be classified as definitive ABMR. Some of the participants raised concern about a potential increase in the number of ABMR cases, which would result in a larger number of patients requiring intensive treatment, and expressed the need for a more precise definition of the criteria thresholds (Mengel et al. 2012). At the 2013 Banff conference, C4d negative ABMR was officially introduced into the classification and the previously necessary C4d positive result has been replaced by up to date valid criterion 2 (evidence of antibody interaction with vascular endothelium which contains at least moderate MVI, C4d positivity and/or increased expression of gene transcripts associated with ABMR) (Haas et al. 2014). ABMR without evidence of DSA was accepted into the classification at the 2017 Banff conference, and C4d staining became a surrogate marker compelling enough to establish ABMR diagnosis along with MVI (Haas et al. 2018).

Independent prognostic value of C4d in absence of DSA was later questioned by Senev, who published data on the prevalence and impact of histologic ABMR which he had researched on a large patient sample (N=208), suggesting that C4d staining in absence of DSA represents a significantly lower risk than in the presence of DSA (HR in comparison with no rejection 1.09 for DSA-C4d+ and 2.67 for DSA+) (Senev et al. 2019).

When C4d staining became available, C4d positivity without any tissue inflammation was observed. This phenomenon is called accommodation and is commonly observed in AB0 incompatible kidney transplants, where low titers of hemagglutinins lead to regulated complement activation that does not cause cellular lysis (Hruba et al. 2019).

There is increasing evidence about the meaning of C4d positivity in absence of rejection in AB0 compatible kidney transplants. Dominy et al. explored whether there was a connection between C4d positive biopsies without evidence of rejection and ABMR-related transcripts. The results showed that in a majority (N=46) of these samples, the ABMR transcript score was low, and in patients with a high ABMR transcript score (N=7) a histologic ABMR occurred in 5 patients within one year post-transplant compared to just 2 patients from the first group (Dominy et al. 2018).
Positive staining for C4d was once considered an independent predictor of ABMR and graft failure. More recently, its insufficient sensitivity was proven and in the absence of DSA, its independent prognostic value is considered questionable.

Serologic evidence of circulating donor-specific antibodies

Concerns about potential harmful antibodies have been accompanying organ transplantation hand in hand since the program was initiated. CDC crossmatch represents one of the most important scientific advances in kidney transplantation of the 20th century due to its hyperacute and early acute ABMR incidence reduction capability. CDC is, from the technical standpoint, a relatively simple method. Donor’s isolated lymphocytes are cultivated with the recipient’s serum and a rabbit complement, which leads to cellular death and lysis if complement fixing antibodies are present, with an optical read-out after a defined time period (Bray et al. 2011). CDC can detect the presence of high amounts of complement activating antibodies, but unfortunately it does not factor in the influence of lower antibody titers or those that do not activate the complement, but still might be clinically significant. IgM and IgG antibodies can both trigger cellular lysis in conventional CDC settings, and if the recipient’s serum contains autoantibodies, they can cause the CDC to give a false positive result.

Panel reactive antibodies (PRA) test measuring a relative sensitization of waitlisted patients is based on the principle of CDC assay. Lymphocytes derived from a representative donor pool are cultivated with the recipient’s serum in separate pits, and the proportion of samples displaying cellular lysis represents a level of patient’s sensitization.

Because the CDC has a limited ability to eliminate early acute ABMR, methods with a higher sensitivity have been investigated. Flow cytometric crossmatch technique (FCXM), which examines the binding of the recipient’s serum IgG antibodies to the donor’s lymphocytes, was invented. FCXM allows for a higher standardization, separate T and B lymphocyte evaluation possibly identifying class II antibodies and, most importantly, it is a useful tool in revealing a potential risk of ABMR due to its higher sensitivity (Nelson et al. 1996).

CDC and FCXM both depend on availability of viable donor lymphocytes, which limits possible repetitions and reduces time after transplantation when examinations can be performed.

The next great advantage in the field of anti-HLA detection are solid phase assays, which utilize purified HLA proteins as targets. Compared to FCXM, earlier used ELISA did not demonstrate an increased sensitivity to anti-HLA (Buelow et al. 1995). Multiplex bead-based method (Luminex®), separating microparticles each carrying one type of recombinant HLA protein on its surface, has become the widespread platform for high-sensitive serum anti-HLA evaluation. To this day, the majority of transplant centers in developed countries provide Luminex serum analysis both to pre-transplant patients, as well as to patients with a suspected ABMR as an essential part of examination (Schin stock et al. 2021). It was not possible to establish a definitive diagnosis of ABMR without DSA detection until 2017, when raising concerns about DSA negative patients with histologic ABMR lead to the definition of surrogate markers in C4d and transcriptome evaluation (Haas et al. 2018).

The ability to detect antibodies using highly sensitive assays has brought about a new set of challenges to physicians’ decision making. Detected antibodies do not behave the same way biologically, and their presence does not necessarily imply rejection. IgG subclasses can trigger the complement and recruit effector cells differently (Zhang et al. 2018). IgG3 specifically has been identified as associated with severe ABMR, C4d deposition and poorer graft outcome (Pernin et al. 2020). Complement binding antibodies have been proven to increase the risk of graft failure almost 5-fold compared to non-binding DSA (Loupy et al. 2013).

The number of sensitized patients on waiting lists is rising, and the longer they receive dialysis, the more their health condition deteriorates. Because of these circumstances, physicians are forced to allow transplantations despite the barrier of anti-HLA antibodies. One possible solution is desensitization, an attempt to lower the DSA titers with antibodies-targeting treatment. Another solution is avoiding the mismatch by kidney pair donation, or attempting to extend the pool of potential donors (international allocation).

A successful approach realized in an acceptable mismatch program. The concept of acceptable mismatch was originally based on a stepwise serum evaluation of the recipients against the lymphocytes of blood donors with exactly one HLA mismatch in an attempt to identify combinations with negative CDC assays. The technique was improved with the ability to prepare single antigen cell
lines that express solely one HLA antigen.

Epitope analysis of HLA molecules has provided another pathophysiological insight into the antibody-antigen interaction. Each HLA molecule consists of several epitopes. Even when two individuals differ in a conventional HLA typing, it is possible that these two do not differ in the epitope set, and therefore recipient HLA antibodies will not react (Heidt et al. 2018). This high-resolution epitope-based HLA characterization is the basis for HLA matchmaker used in the acceptable mismatch program.

**Histologic ABMR with undetectable DSA**

In a considerable number of patients with histological features of ABMR, physicians fail to detect anti-HLA DSA. In his cohort study including 208 patients with histological features of ABMR, Senev identified 125 DSA negative cases (Senev et al. 2019). Previously, the Banff classification allowed the term “suspected for ABMR” for these cases, which was excluded from the criteria in 2017. The term “histologic ABMR” is used in literature for cases meeting the first two Banff criteria without evidence of detectable antibodies.

The Banff classification accepts the fact that there are patients with ABMR histology, but undetectable DSA. This situation should not be interpreted as a recognition of “antibodies negative” ABMR, rather that there are concerns about the ability to reliably detect all harmful antibodies (Haas et al. 2018). We will discuss the possible pathophysiology of histologic ABMR without DSA later on.

**Non-HLA antibodies**

A possible explanation of non-HLA antibody formation might be that HLA mismatch is not the exclusive cause of donor and recipient incompatibility. Minor histocompatibility antigens (mHA), the number of transmembrane proteins, can vary even in HLA identical individuals. Recently, our ability to identify a mismatch in mHA has improved. Non-synonymous single nucleotide polymorphisms of transmembrane proteins were evaluated by genome wide genetic analysis in a cohort of 1500 transplanted patients. Non-HLA donor-specific antibodies were identified using mass spectroscopy in patients with genetically revealed mismatch in mHA leading to higher risk of histologic chronic ABMR (Reindl-Schwaighofer et al. 2019).

Researchers have been searching for potentially harmful non-HLA antibodies against specific endothelial targets for decades. Antibodies directed toward angiotensin II type I receptor (AT1R) have been the most frequently reported antibodies associated with rejection. Originally, the association of AT1R antibodies with vascular rejection was described by Dragun, who conducted a study involving 33 patients with vascular rejection, and identified 16 anti-HLA DSA negative patients with AT1R antibodies (Dragun et al. 2005). In up to date results of a prospective two-center study involving 1845 patients, the presence of AT1R antibodies was revealed in 20% patients, and in 7% along with DSA. Adjusted HR of allograft loss was 1.49 for AT1R alone, and 2.26 for combination of DSA and AT1R antibodies (Lefaucheur et al. 2019).

Independent effect of non-HLA antibodies is still a matter of discussion. Serum analyses of 38 DSA negative patients with early ABMR by endothelial crossmatch were performed by Delville, along with a test for AT1R and endothelin-1 type A antibodies (Delville et al. 2019). Specific independent association of any type of antibodies with MVI was not confirmed, but overall serum reactivity by endothelial crossmatch was observed in patients with non-HLA antibodies.

Whether non-HLA antibodies represent a potential therapeutic target also remains an unanswered question. It seems that the prognosis of kidney allografts in DSA negative patients, even those with histologic ABMR finding, is significantly better than in patients with DSA positive ABMR (10 year graft survival was 76% in histologic ABMR but DSA negative patients, and 54% in ABMR DSA positive patients) (Senev et al. 2019). Indication of costly antibodies-targeting treatment with potentially severe side effects remains controversial, even in cases with a high degree of suspicion for the presence of non-HLA antibodies.

**Missing self concept in solid organ transplantations**

The notion that microvascular inflammation is caused exclusively by an antibodies-endothelium interaction is being questioned by increasing numbers of patients, in whom no harmful antibodies have been detected even by highly sensitive assays. Other pathophysiological mechanisms elucidating the presence of MVI have been investigated. A theory of antibody independent activation of the recipient’s NK cells after an
interaction with the donor endothelium was postulated in the field of organ transplantation.

Direct NK cell activation on the endothelial surface was originally thought to be a response to lowered expression of HLA-I on the cellular surface (Ohlen et al. 1989). NK-cells are thus able to respond to tumor cells or cells infected by viruses. Another theory discussing the direct activation of NK-cells is centered around the discovery of inhibitory killer cell immunoglobulin-like receptors (KIRs) (Moretta et al. 1990). In other words, both the presence of the appropriate HLA-I pattern, and the inhibition of NK cells by KIRs, lead to prevention of their activation against self-structures, and the lack of HLA-I or KIRs signal may therefore lead to “missing self”, and trigger the NK cells.

Koenig et al. presented the influence of interindividual genetic heterogeneity in KIRs between a donor and a recipient as a possible cause of NK cell MVI in the absence of DSA in approximately 2/3 of patients (Koenig et al. 2019). For transplant purposes, it is important that HLA a KIRs heterogeneity is inherited independently (HLA molecules are coded on chromosome 6, KIRs on chromosome 19), therefore HLA compatible individuals may have broad KIRs heterogeneity. In their recently published clinical study, Koenig showed that NK cell activation, triggered by the missing self, may contribute to the intensity of inflammation along with DSA, and lead to a higher risk of graft loss (HR 3.6, \( p=0.04 \), multivariate analysis) (Koenig et al. 2021).

Assessment of gene transcripts associated with ABMR

The evaluation of transcriptomes obtained from biopsy samples of transplanted kidneys in an experimental setting is being developed since the 1990s (Lipman et al. 1992). At first, researchers were focusing on several transcripts that were possibly associated with the regulation of inflammatory processes, and correlated their findings with conventional histology to reveal possible rejection specific intragraft transcriptome changes. During that time, the PCR method and the computer capacity have both improved, and parallel evaluations of tens of thousands of transcripts in microarray settings became possible.

Transcriptome analysis was included into the Banff classification in 2013, although at that time, it served rather as a proposal for further research than a fully developed diagnostic tool (Mengel et al. 2020). The first commercially available diagnostic system based on transcriptome analysis of biopsy samples is the Molecular Microscope (MMDx, One-Lambda). The MMDx was being developed for over a decade by comparing analyses of mRNA from biopsy samples of 703 patients with their histological diagnoses during the INTERCOM study (Halloran et al. 2013). Microarray based ABMR score showed 85% agreement with conventional diagnoses, and provided more accuracy for the prediction of graft dysfunction and failure. The MMDx system uses machine learning algorithms and the reference dataset is still expanding. Later published INTERCOMEX study prospectively involved another 538 patients’ samples, both full-core biopsies, or parts of samples, and the evaluation was performed in real time within 29 hours of delivery. Consensus between conventional diagnosis and MMDx reached 77% in both ABMR and TCMR, and clinicians, aware of all patients results, agreed more (87%) with the MMDx diagnosis than with the conventional diagnosis (80%) (Halloran et al. 2017). The MMDx system demonstrated the ability to establish a diagnosis with a relatively high accuracy from small tissue samples, or samples containing only medulla (et al.) (Madill-Thomsen et al. 2017).

Biolaboratories involved in the project used standardized microarrays and sample processing to eliminate result variability. The MMDx was able to demonstrate high reproducibility of the molecular scores in comparison with interobserver variability of common histology readings.

The other novel microarray based on a diagnostic system was introduced by NanoString technologies (Seattle, WA). NanoString does not use a separate biopsy core or a part of a core placed into the RNA later like the MMDx, but performs an analysis on a sample separated from formalin-fixed, paraffin embedded (FFPE) biopsies. A thin layer of tissue from a fixed sample is separated by a microtome. That makes it possible to perform microarray analyses on stored samples originally not meant for transcriptomic evaluation, and compare the exact same part of tissue that was read by an optical microscope. Because RNA is vulnerable to damage in conventional processing, the NanoString technology supposedly requires as little as 1 ng of RNA per input is enough for evaluation (Goytain et al. 2020).

Despite all the progress, there are some limitations to Molecular Microscope or transcriptomic examinations in general. MMDx cannot diagnose glomerular diseases based exclusively on histology, like
recurrent glomerulonephritides and diabetic nephropathy. Polyoma BK virus presence also lowers the reliability of the MMDx score (Madill-Thomsen et al. 2020).

Cases of histological ABMR in absence of DSA represent a diagnostic challenge even for transcriptomic evaluation. Transcriptome of biopsy samples from patients with histologic ABMR was assessed with no differences revealed between DSA positive and negative cases, even when the prognosis of both groups was distinct (ABMRh DSA+ HR 7.2, ABMRh DSA- HR 2.3) (Callemeyn et al. 2020).

Rejection biomarkers

Efforts to reliably diagnose graft rejection with minimal invasive examinations accompany transplant medicine from the beginning. Changes in renal function measured by serum creatinine and glomerular damage indicated by proteinuria are relatively late markers of allograft damage.

Changes in cytokine levels have been described in patients with rejection. Pro-inflammatory cytokines have been associated with rejection and graft loss and anti-inflammatory cytokines may contribute to the regulation of rejection (De Menezes et al. 2013). On the other hand, serum cytokine levels are easily universally affected by infections and autoimmune diseases, and thus lack specificity for rejection.

Novel promising biomarkers specific for allograft damage may be represented by donor-derived cell-free DNA (dd-cfDNA). Increased load of donor’s DNA detectable in the recipient’s bloodstream means the cellular damage of the transplanted organ. To reach predictive value for rejection, it is necessary to perform repeated measurements of dd-cfDNA as there is a large inter- and intraindividual variability depending on the type of the donor and time after transplantation. Repeated transplants, transplants from extended criteria donors, dual transplants and higher immunologic risk might be associated with higher dd-cfDNA (Anand et al. 2021). Gupta presented the study in which a correlation of predictive value of dd-cfDNA in comparison with standard of care histologic assessment and MMDx was performed (Gupta et al. 2021). Predictive value of dd-cfDNA for rejection correlated slightly better with the MMDx (AUC 0.8), than with conventional histology (AUC 0.75).

Urinary biomarkers are potentially a very attractive field of research, able to identify graft damage with no invasion. Urinary sediment contains cells originating in the kidney parenchyma and infiltrating leukocytes. Higher proinflammatory cytokine levels in urine were observed in patients with acute rejection, nevertheless as single biomarkers, they do not provide enough sensitivity and specificity. A platform combining analysis of microRNAs, a group of short non-coding RNA sequences with regulatory activity, and cytokines in urine was presented by Gielis (Gielis et al. 2021). Proposed combined assay reached 89 % sensitivity and 76 % specificity for rejection.

Conclusion

ABMR is recognized as a major obstacle to improvement of long-term kidney allograft survival. Up to date diagnosis of ABMR is based on the binary classification, because of which the medical practitioners have to decide whether a patient does or does not have ABMR.

Rejection in clinical practice is a complex process, difficult to simplify into few clearly distinct categories.

ABMR diagnosis is currently based on two main pillars, a histologic assessment and the detection of DSAs, both of which have their limitations. Histologic assessment of biopsy samples offers a low degree of specificity, high interobserver variability and the probability of concomitant inflammation in both microvascular and tubulointerstitial compartments. DSAs are often undetected in cases with histological ABMR.

Research attempts to resolve the limitations of the standard of care are trying to reveal novel pathophysiological mechanisms underlying these ambiguous cases. Non-HLA antibody evaluation is still not a standardized process, and their independent pathological and prognostic meaning is uncertain. Antibody independent NK cell activation reflecting killer-cells inhibitory receptor incompatibility is suggested in microvascular inflammation in DSA negative patients. Transcriptomic research offers new insights into graft pathology on the cellular level. The first commercially available tool for assessment of graft biopsies with the microarray technology is at a disposal, and some clinical trials had adopted results from the MMDx as a secondary endpoint. Novel non-invasive biomarkers based on the presence of donor genetic information or immune system regulatory molecules in the recipient’s bloodstream or urine have a potential to serve as an early alert for clinicians to look for possible threats for the allograft.
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